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A Message from the CEO

INITIATIVE

MOTIVATION

PERSISTENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY

CUSTOMER FOCUS

TEAMWORK

At Impact Selector, the pillars of our environmental, social and governance (ESG)
strategy define the way we manage our business and are embedded in our Culture.
Each and every day, throughout our organization, we strive to deliver economic value
while respecting and uplifting our employees, our customers, our investors and the
communities where we live and work. We accomplish this by embracing our
foundational core values of integrity, motivation, persistence, accountability, customer
focus, teamwork with a priority of reducing our customers emissions and
CO2evoidance™.

As a company whose founding more than three decades ago was anchored around
risk reduction and safety improvements for our customers’ activity, it has been a
natural evolution for ISI to enhance our path of corporate responsibility by embedding
ESG Principles into our culture, and to partner with our customers, vendors and local
communities to help advance their own sustainable initiatives. The ISI culture is built
upon an organization championing diversity and inclusion with transparency and
ethics in governance.

At the heart of ISI is strategic innovation. We take pride in our investments in research,
design and engineering that focus on delivering products that lower cost, reduce risk,
increase safety and importantly, reduce carbon emissions and CO2evoidance™ for
our customers. With the support of our talented team of technicians, engineers, and
support staff, as well as our senior leadership and our Board of Directors, we will
continue to drive innovation while delivering a positive impact on the environment
and in the communities we share.

We are pleased to release Impact Selector’s 2021 report which encompasses our
sustainability story and how we utilize our core values to execute on our
Environmental, Social and Governance goals.

Sincerely,
David Lane, Chief Executive Officer

CORE VALUES
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Our ESG Pillars

Governance
Board & Stakeholders

Management & Employee Diversity
Global ESG Committee

FCPA Compliance

Social Involvement 
Developing Competency & Skills

Health & Safety 
Community & Charity

Working Conditions

Economic Value
Stakeholder Value

Organic Business Scale
Strategic Innovation / R&D
Continuous Improvement

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Internal Emissions Reduction
External Emissions Avoidance

Vendor Accountability
Investments in Offset Projects

As a technology leader in downhole solutions enabling the supply of affordable and sustainable
energy, it is our mission to deliver economic value to our stakeholders and our customers while
engaging with and investing in our employees and our communities, promoting diversity and
inclusion through governance and accountability, and reducing our environment impact.
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Sustainable Development Goals
With an international operating presence across key geo-markets, ISI has the opportunity make
an impact across several of the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (“SDGs”). The
ambitious SDGs set by the U.N. provide a unifying framework for all organizations by which to
measure ESG-related performance and help structure the implementation of their ESG initiatives.
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Economic Value
ISI’s products and services are critically important to its customers’ sustainable operations,
and the global demand for increased access to affordable, clean energy amidst the energy
transition. In order to expand its ability to positively impact its internal and external
constituents, ISI will remain committed to delivering operational, financial and environmental
stakeholder value. The Company will regularly evaluate opportunities to achieve innovation,
growth and further business scale, and also employ a model of continuous organizational
improvement across all facets of its business.

Met and exceeded key 2021 financial objectives and performance while 
navigating employee wellness and global Covid protocols.

Commercially launched 4 new product lines and issued 7 new patents 
(granted and awarded in 2021).

On behalf of its customers, ISI’s products and services avoided an 
estimated 150,000 operational-hours in 2021, equivalent to 10,000-15,000 
metric tons of CO2evoidanceTM.
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Social Involvement
ISI is passionate about its positive societal contribution, health and safety programs, and the
development of future leaders with a focus on equality, diversity and inclusion. ISI will
continue to remain culturally responsive and engage in community service by partnering with
local organizations to generate social value through positive investments, organized
volunteer work and charitable donations.

ISI remains active in community sponsorships, charitable contributions and 
encourages individual volunteering. 

ISI maintains an industry leading safety record with only 2 recordable 
incidents since we completed our management buyout in late 2014.

In 2021, ISI brought all TEAM members back to pre-Covid compensation levels 
via wage/salary re-instatement and/or Bonus compensation.

Employee wellness program that emphasizes employee fitness, health and 
overall wellbeing, in and outside of the workplace. 
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Governance
ISI has established a Global ESG Committee to maintain transparency, business ethics, and
diversity amongst all stakeholders with accountability and measurement of the Sustainability
Strategy and the Company’s practices and policies. Further, ISI is adopting key performance
metrics tied directly to achievement of its ESG goals and objectives as part of overall
compensation programs, supported by accountable leaders, business ethics, diversity
throughout the organization, and promoting advocacy and audit of the Company’s targets
and metrics. Through routine reporting, ISI will track its ESG performance consistent with
many of the industry-leading ESG metrics and benchmarks.

ESG Committee to set metrics to measure and track objectives and growth. 

Routine FCPA training and compliance.

Global consolidated financial audit including 2 regional financial audits.

ISO certification conversion and routine audits of vendors.
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Environmental Sustainability
Utilizing the GHG Protocol and the Environmental Protection Agency’s framework for
greenhouse gas inventories, ISI has established a carbon emissions goal of maintaining Net
Zero across Scope 1, Scope 2 and Scope 3 emissions classes for the fiscal 2021 period and
beyond. To accomplish this, ISI is focusing on: (i) investing in energy-efficient technologies
across its vehicles and facilities; (ii) reducing emissions from employee commuting, business
travel, and freight; (iii) promoting customer and vendor accountability and transparency;
and (iv) investing in carbon sequestration and offset projects that reduce greenhouse gasses
in regions where ISI operates.

Net Zero commitment and achievement across Scope 1, Scope 2 and Scope 3 
emissions sources. 

Employee education and awareness on internal initiatives to reduce ISI’s 
own emissions.

Electric car charging stations installed at applicable facilities.

Developed methodology for emissions avoidance by using ISI products 
and services: CO2evoidance™.
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Net Zero Carbon Footprint
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ISI has invested in carbon offset
credits registered on the Climate
Action Reserve, a premier North
American carbon registry. ISI’s
purchased offsets align with many
of our SDGs and support a US-
based landfill gas-to-energy
project involving the capturing,
mitigation and reuse of fugitive
methane gas in local communities.

Operational 
Savings

Financial 
Savings

Emissions 
Avoidance

Scope 1 Scope 2 Scope 3 

Vehicle 
Combustion Electricity

Furnaces External Freight

Business Travel Internal Freight

Waste Employee 
Commuting



Emissions Avoidance
ISI’s downhole product portfolio, which includes fit-for-purpose tools that generate impact
forces, controlled separation, friction reduction and capture downhole data for decision
optimization, enables the avoidance of an estimated 150,000 operational hours per year for our
customers globally, equivalent to 10,000-15,000 metric tons of CO2evoidanceTM.

Annual
Operational 

Savings

Annual
Financial SavingsProduct Line

1,000+
Runs
80

Activations

50k Hours Saved

85 Rig Days Saved

62 Fishing Jobs Mitigated

200,000+ 
Runs
100

Releases

48k Hours Saved

50 Fishing Jobs Mitigated
~$15mm +
Financial Savings

~$30mm +
Financial Savings

4,700 tCO2e
Emissions Avoided

5,200 tCO2e
Emissions Avoided

2,200 tCO2e
Emissions Avoided

~$5mm +
Financial Savings

~$7mm +
Financial Savings

2,500 tCO2e
Emissions Avoided

Impact 
Force Tools 
& Modelling

Ballistic 
Release 

Tools

Friction 
Reduction 

Tools & 
Modelling

32k Hours Saved

15% Avg. Increase In 
Success

Data 
Acquisition 

Tools

400+
Runs

12,000+ 
Runs

24k Hours Saved

24 Fishing Jobs Mitigated

$50-60mm +
Financial Savings

10-15,000 tCO2e
Emissions Avoided

~150,000 
Operational Hours Saved
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Learn More
www.impactselector.com/ESG
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